
Abraham Maslow



Maslow biography

• 1908-1970 Manhattan, New York

• Parents – Russian Jewish immigrants

• A professed atheist



Concept of needs

• Maslow came from a background where 
people’s needs were not met (NY 1930s-
Great-Depression)

• He saw how difficult it was for people to 
develop their full potential as human beings

• Yet there were indeed people who appeared 
to have transcended the troubles of 
everyday life



Maslow’s theory of needs

• Maslow took the view that people are 
always motivated by one need or another. 
He claimed that:

All people have basically the same 
psychological needs

Different people satisfy their needs in 
different ways

‘Needs’ can be arranged in a hierarchy



• Physiological needs: 

Unless met, satisfying these needs 
becomes a primary motivation

These are the only needs that can be 
completely satisfied

Problem is that physiological needs 
continuously reoccur

How does this relate to Addiction???



Safety Needs: Include 

Physical security

Stability

Protection

Dependency???

• Need for law, 
order, and 
structure

• Can people ever 
be completely 
free from risks?

• Anxiety???



Love and belongingness 

• Need for friendship, family and 
community

• Children (and adults) need secure 
love bond relationships for 
psychological growth

• Children who are loved develop self 
esteem



Esteem needs include

• Self respect

• Confidence

• Competence

• Knowledge that others hold 
them in high esteem



Self-actualisation
• This is the goal of Development

• Not everyone whose esteem needs are met move 
to this level

• Self-actualising needs: self fulfilment; realisation 
of one’s potential; desire to become creative

• People who respect values such as truth, beauty, 
justice etc. can move on to self-actualisation

Failure to self actualise leads to lack of values; lack 
of fulfilment; and loss of the meaning of life



Hierarchy of Needs

Source: Feist & Feist 2002



Society can be evaluated using this model???

Motivated 
by 

Values

Motivated by a Need 
for Love and 
Belonging

Motivated by Basic Needs
Survival, Security, a Home

Maslow’s Theory as a 
Theory of Motivation 



Values



• Self actualised individuals transcend 
the subsistence level of being

• They are free from psychopathology

• They have acceptance of self, others 
and nature

• Peak experience – mystical in nature



Positive psychology

• Experimental Psychologists today are 
very interested in issues relating to 
happiness and subjective wellbeing

• The Human Potential Movement 
influenced the development of the field of 
Positive Psychology in the 1990s
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